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All Season Professional Gives the Scoop
on the Hottest Trends in Nail Art!
Create your own custom nail art designs with ASP ASPIRE & CINA
Valencia, CA – January 2, 2012
All Season Professional Aspire line gives you the scoop to create
dimensional and fun nail art masterpieces. ASP ASPIRE created a system
that is so simple that you can create beautiful nails with no sculpting
required! The ASP ASPIRE Wrap Kit is an easy-to-use kit with two options
of material: silk or fiberglass. Silk wraps are great for natural looking nails,
while fiberglass is strong and great for extending the nail (perfect for pink
and whites). The Wrap Kit makes for a perfect base before polishing,
giving the foundation to a great set of nails. After the silk wraps are applied
to the natural nail and set to dry, add on your favorite polish color using a
monochromatic color range on the nails. The hottest trend in nail fashion
right now is to wear a different tones of a polish colors on each finger. The
style idea behind this is to create a different look for each nail yet making
it into one cohesive fashionable set!
After the polish is fully dried, apply the Cina Nail Creations Top Coat and
Bonder (working one nail at a time) apply some dazzles to each nail
rotating between Cina’s Pink Cosmo Kit and Ice Princess Nail Art. The Pink
Cosmo kit is fully stocked with 10 different dazzle styles: Iridescent Red
Circles, Iridescent White Circles, Iridescent Red Hearts, Pink Hearts, Peach
Stars, Iridescent Periwinkle Tear Drops, Peach Stars, Magenta Stars, Yellow
Beads, Pink Beads. The Ice Princess Kit includes 180 rhinestones in multiple
colors: Crystal Rhinestone Circles, Purple Flowers, Orange Tear Drops,
Magenta Flowers, Pink Tear Drops, Blue Circles, Blue Ovals, Crystal
Flowers, Rose Rhinestone Circles, Red Flowers, Green Tear Drops,
Magenta Hearts. Both kit are ready for thousands of different nail styles, the
possibilities are endless!
Get the scoop on the latest trends from ASP ASPIRE and Cina Nail
Creations at your local Sally Beauty. Visit www.aspnail.com to find out
more great tips and ways to create an original set of nails.
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